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Marketing IT Products and ServicesCRC Press, 2009
Characterized by lightning quick innovation, abrupt shifts in technology, and shorter lifecycles, the marketing of IT products and services presents a unique set of challenges and often requires IT managers and developers to get involved in the marketing process. Marketing IT Products and Services is written to help busy IT...
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Grant Writing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Learn to:

	
		Navigate federal grant databases and apply online for grants
	
		Find the most current public and private sector grant opportunities
	
		Create strong statements of need
	
		Submit applications that meet funders’ expectations



	Your comprehensive...
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Web as History: Using Web Archives to Understand the Past and the PresentUCL Press, 2017

	The World Wide Web has now been in use for more than 20 years. From early browsers to today’s principal source of information, entertainment and much else, the Web is an integral part of our daily lives, to the extent that some people believe ‘if it’s not online, it doesn’t exist.’ While this statement is not...
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Clothes and Monasticism in Ancient Christian Egypt (Routledge Studies in Religion)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book is an exploration of the ideals and values of the ascetic and monastic life, as expressed through clothes. Clothes are often seen as an extension of us as humans, a determinant of who we are and how we experience and interact with the world. In this way, they can play a significant role in the embodied and...
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Macromedia Flash 8 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Make the Web interactive with your own animations
Liven up your Web site with graphics that move, buttons that light up, and more     

Flash is fun — and this book makes it easy whether you're using a Mac® or Windows®. Fill letters with images, create buttons that glow or change color when you pass your mouse over them,...
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FranklinCovey Style Guide: For Business and Technical Communication (5th Edition)FT Press, 2012

	FranklinCovey Style Guide: For Business and Technical Communication can help any writer produce documents that achieve outstanding results. Created by FranklinCovey, the world-renowned leader in helping organizations enhance individual effectiveness, this edition fully reflects today’s online media and global business challenges....
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Test Driving Linux: From Windows to Linux in 60 SecondsO'Reilly, 2005
For years, computer users have put up with the bugs, security holes, and viruses on Windows because they had no choice. Until recently, there has never been a good alternative to Windows. But now, Windows users can switch to Linux, the reliable, secure, and spyware free operating system. Linux is easy to use, runs on almost any PC, and enables you...
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Grey Information: Theory and Practical Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
This book is a crystallization of the authors' work over the last twenty-five years. The book covers the latest advances in grey information and systems research, providing a state-of-the-art overview of this important field. Covering the theoretical foundation, fundamental methods and main topics in grey information and systems research, this book...
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Typographic Design: Form and CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	For more than two decades, the type book of choice for design professionals and students


	Typographic design has been a field in constant motion since Gutenberg first invented movable type. Staying abreast of recent developments in the field is imperative for both design professionals and students. Thoroughly updated to maintain its...
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The Best of Verity Stob: Highlights of Verity Stob's Famous Columns from .EXE, Dr. Dobb's Journal, and The RegisterApress, 2005

	Verity Stob is the comedienne of the programming world. She has been writing satirical chronicles of techie life since 1988. Her column first appeared in the legendary .EXE Magazine, then Dr. Dobbs' Journal, and it now graces The Register.


	For the first time, the very best of Stob's...
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Metal-Catalyzed Cross-Coupling Reactions (2 Volume Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
In this second, completely revised and enlarged edition, Francois Diederich is joined by Armin de Meijere in bringing together in two comprehensive volumes everything of importance related to C-C and C-N cross-coupling reactions.    

    The range of applications covered extends from the synthesis of complex natural materials via...
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The Start-up of You: Adapt to the Future, Invest in Yourself, and Transform Your CareerCrown, 2012

	A blueprint for thriving in your job and building a career by applying the lessons of Silicon Valley's most innovative entrepreneurs.

	

	The career escalator is jammed at every level. Unemployment rates are sky-high. Creative disruption is shaking every industry. Global competition for jobs is fierce. The...
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